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ScentoGo makes scents for travelers on the
go

By Hibah Noor on September, 5 2018  |  Fragrances, Cosmetics, Skincare & Haircare

With 4ml of volume, the compact ScentoGo bottle holds 55 sprays, so travelers can carry their
favorite perfume onboard

Reba Americas, the beauty distributor serving the Caribbean and the Americas, has designed a
portable perfume holder for travelers.

With 4ml of volume, the compact ScentoGo bottle holds 55 sprays, so travelers can carry their
favorite perfume during their journey.

The lightweight perfume holder is easy to use. Travelers can apply their favorite fragrance without
setting down their bag with the one-handed directional spray head.
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“Nothing causes more unnecessary stress than a mess,” said Orlando Bajos, President, Reba
Americas. “Our design team listened to the needs of travelers looking to fly with their own perfume,
and engineered a product that is mindful.”

ScentoGo’s patented lock system prevents leaks. When the valve is twisted open, the bottle can be
filled quickly with a pumping action. The bottle can only be locked back into the ScentoGo case once
the valve is closed. There is no cap to lose, so travelers don’t have to worry about spillage.

ScentoGo is available in six colors: Electric Purple, Hot Pink, Jet Black, Pure White, Scarlet Red, and
Sky Blue. Cases are interchangeable, so travelers may swap them out depending on their mood.

Miami-based Reba Americas LLC, founded by Orlando Bajos, has over 35 years’ experience in
distribution to the travel retail industry in the Caribbean and the Americas, specializing in beauty and
fine fragrance.

ScentoGo is its first proprietary product launch.

The company’s brand portfolio includes Jason Wu, Vince Camuto, Kenneth Cole, Paris Hilton, Rihanna,
Jean Patou, Sean John, Sofia Vergara, Tommy Bahama, Pitbull, Ariana Grande, and Moliabal-Milano.


